Scott O’Day and Charles Gorczynski
Tango Duo
!
Charles Gorczynski Bandoneón
Scott O’Day Guitar

!
!

Traditional tango duets for concerts and milongas.

!

Scott O'Day is a guitarist and violinist dedicated to the music of tango. He has
performed in the café-bars of Buenos Aires with members of 34 Puñaladas and Palermo Trio.
Scott is in demand as a prominent tango guitarist in the San Francisco Bay Area, and can be
heard weekly with his own musical projects. He also regularly performs original guitar
arrangements of classic tangos and South American songs as a soloist, and has appeared in art
galleries, festivals, restaurants, and other venues. A world traveller and scholar, Scott has
extensively researched music in Argentina, Spain, and Nepal. Scott is also a music teacher in Bay
Area middle and high schools, as well as his own studio of guitar and violin students.

!
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Charles Gorczynski is a bandoneonist / composer and leads the Redwood Tango
Ensemble, a tango quintet in San Francisco. From an early background in improvisation and jazz
harmony he gradually found his way towards tango music and became increasingly obsessed with
both the bandoneón and transcribing the early orchestras. After subsequent years of study and a
move to the Bay Area he became a dedicated student of the music and style. Charles has led
Redwood Tango and his instrumental group Colorlist through several tours in the US, Canada,
and Italy. As a composer his original work has been released with Ropeadope Records, 482
Music, Serein Records, and a host of local labels and film houses. Charles is also a dedicated
teacher and maintains a studio of music students in the Bay Area.
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Quick Facts

!
!

Performer:

!
!

Programs:

!

Charles Gorczynski and Scott O’Day - Argentine Tango Duets.
Bandoneón and Guitar.
Milongas (social dances)
Concerts
Private Events (weddings, corporate events, etc.)
Educational Programs (musician clinics, musicality workshops)
Please contact us about specific concert or milonga fees. We do our best to
work with everyone wherever possible.

Fees:

!

Photos:

!

Contact:

!
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Download high resolution photos on www.redwoodtango.com contact
page.
Charles Gorczynski
(510) 213-9927
redwoodtango@gmail.com
www.redwoodtango.com

Technical Requirements
!

Scott and Charles play in a variety of spaces, and comfortably adapt to the available
options in each.

!

Audio: For Concerts: Charles uses his own microphones (2) which will require two
lines in to the house system. Scott requires a line in for the pickup or a mic for the amp, and we
need one talkback mic. We are the world’s easiest set-up. For Milongas: We travel with all
required sound equipment (microphones, mixer, PA etc) and nothing is required.

!
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We do appreciate a 30 minute soundcheck to settle any monitoring issues.
Thank you!

